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Abstract
Deep learning based approaches have been utilized
to model and generate graphs subjected to differ-
ent distributions recently. However, they are typ-
ically unsupervised learning based and uncondi-
tioned generative models or simply conditioned on
the graph-level contexts, which are not associated
with rich semantic node-level contexts. Differently,
in this paper, we are interested in a novel problem
named Time Series Conditioned Graph Generation:
given an input multivariate time series, we aim to
infer a target relation graph modeling the underly-
ing interrelationships between time series with each
node corresponding to each time series. For ex-
ample, we can study the interrelationships between
genes in a gene regulatory network of a certain
disease conditioned on their gene expression data
recorded as time series. To achieve this, we propose
a novel Time Series conditioned Graph Generation-
Generative Adversarial Networks (TSGG-GAN) to
handle challenges of rich node-level context struc-
tures conditioning and measuring similarities di-
rectly between graphs and time series. Extensive
experiments on synthetic and real-word gene regu-
latory networks datasets demonstrate the effective-
ness and generalizability of the proposed TSGG-
GAN.
1 Introduction
Due to the important role of graphs in effectively and
vividly modeling real-world collections of pairwise relational
data, generative models for real-world graphs have found
widespread applications, such as inferring gene regulatory
networks, modeling social interactions and discovering new
molecular structures. Just like the problem of inferring gene
regulatory networks from expression data, many problems in
graph generation can be posed as translating an input mul-
tivariate time series data as node expression values into a
corresponding output graph, since graphs’ node-level expres-
sion time series data are easier to be obtained rather than the
real unseen graph topologies. It would be highly desirable if
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Figure 1: Toy example of inferring yeast gene regulatory networks
from corresponding time series expression data. This enables us to
explore the possible intrinsic patterns between node-level contexts
recorded as time series and corresponding graph structures, and gen-
erate graph structures with available easy-obtained time series ex-
pression data.
we could develop generative graphs models that can directly
learn from their corresponding expression data, which pro-
motes the understanding of their underlying functional struc-
tures and discovery of meaningful structures with desired
properties.
In this work, we propose and study the novel problem of
time series conditioned graph generation, which aims to learn
and generate graph topologies given the node-level expres-
sion data recorded as time series. Figure 1 demonstrates an
example of inferring gene regulatory networks from corre-
sponding expression data. Given paired graphs and time se-
ries, a desired model should learn to generate the best likely
real graph candidates for the given new unseen expression
time series. The problem is quite important since it can gen-
erate graph structures which are fundamental to understand
underlying interrelationships between genes.
Traditional approaches to tackling the problem of generat-
ing graphs from corresponding time series [Liu et al., 2015;
Kenett et al., 2010; Sugihara et al., 2012; Friedman et al.,
2008] have two major limitations. First, they cannot gen-
eralize to new problem instances and have to solve the in-
stances of the same type of problem again and again. Second,
during the optimization process, to measure the similarities
between generated graphs and unseen ground truth graphs
which generate the real expression data, they have to use gen-
erated graphs to simulate expression time series data and re-
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gard the similarities between the simulated expression data
and the real time series as the surrogate similarities between
corresponding generated and ground truth graphs. This sur-
rogate similarity may introduce biases because many graphs
may correspond to similar or same expression time series. It
would be desirable if we can directly measure the similarity
between expression time series data and graphs, without the
burden of transforming them into the same domain.
On the other side, the community has already taken signif-
icant steps in taking advantages of recent advances in deep
generative models for generative modeling graph data, such
as generative adversarial networks (GAN) [Goodfellow et
al., 2014] and variational autoencoders (VAE) [Kingma and
Welling, 2013]. Based on these approaches a large num-
ber of deep learning models for generating graphs have been
proposed [Guimaraes et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2019; Li et
al., 2018; Grover et al., 2018; Simonovsky and Komodakis,
2018; De Cao and Kipf, 2018; Bojchevski et al., 2018;
Kipf and Welling, 2016b; Yang et al., 2019; You et al., 2018].
For example, [Simonovsky and Komodakis, 2018] proposed
a method based on VAE towards generation of small graphs,
and [You et al., 2018] proposed a deep auto-regressive mod-
els for realistic graphs generation. However, these recently
proposed deep models are either limited to modeling a sin-
gle graph [Grover et al., 2018; De Cao and Kipf, 2018;
Kipf and Welling, 2016b; Bojchevski et al., 2018], or model-
ing sets of graphs belonging to the same semantic class [Jin et
al., 2018; Li et al., 2018; Simonovsky and Komodakis, 2018;
You et al., 2018]. Only three research works study the prob-
lem of conditional graph generation, but the conditions in
their setting are direct given graph properties, such as number
of nodes [Kipf and Welling, 2016b], nodes’ categorical labels
[Fan and Huang, 2019] and graph-level contexts [Yang et al.,
2019]. None of the existing methods study the problem of
learning to translate complex time series domain into another
complex graph domain.
In this paper, to address the essential challenges of rich
node-level contexts conditioning and directly measuring the
similarity between time series and graphs, we explore GANs
in the conditional setting and propose the novel model of
TSGG-GAN for time series conditioned graph generation.
Specifically, the generator in a TSGG-GAN adopts a variant
of recurrent neural network called Simple Recurrent Units
(SRU) [Lei et al., 2018] to extract essential information
from time series, and outputs weighted matrices representing
graphs. Moreover, to directly measure the similarity between
time series and graphs, the discriminator fully leverages the
well-developed graph convolutional neural networks (GCN)
[Kipf and Welling, 2016a] to transform the weighted graphs
into node embeddings and permutation-invariant graph em-
beddings, with the latent representations of time series serv-
ing as node features, and then compare the graph embeddings
to the latent time series’ representations to calculate their sim-
ilarities. Our approach is the first deep generative method
that addresses the problem of graph-structured data genera-
tion conditioned on time series expression data.
To fully demonstrate the value of time series condi-
tioned graph generation and the effectiveness of our proposed
TSGG-GAN model, extensive experiments are conducted on
synthetic and real-world gene regulatory networks of varying
sizes and characteristics, showing TSGG-GAN achieves su-
perior quantitative performance through careful comparisons
over various graph properties.
2 Related Work
GANs for graph generation. In recent years, there has
been a surge of research in applying GANs on graph-
structured data generation. For example, [Guimaraes et al.,
2017] proposed ORGAN based on GANs and reinforcement
learning to guide the generation of molecules encoded as text
sequences. Also based on GANs and reinforcement learning,
[De Cao and Kipf, 2018] introduced MolGAN, an implicit,
likelihood-free generative model for small molecular graphs
generation. [Bojchevski et al., 2018] proposed NetGAN to
learn the distribution of biased random walks over the input
graph from which graph structure can be inferred. [Zhou et
al., 2019] proposed Misc-GAN to model the underlying dis-
tribution of graph structures at different levels of granular-
ity and transferred them into target graphs. [Fan and Huang,
2019] proposed LGGAN to train deep generative models for
graph-structured data with node label and can generate di-
verse labeled graphs. [Yang et al., 2019] proposed COND-
GEN to address the problem of conditional structure genera-
tion based on VAE and GANs.
Siamese neural network for similarity measuring.
Siamese neural networks have been widely used for sim-
ilarity metric learning in various domains. For example,
[Bromley et al., 1994] proposed a siamese time delay
neural network for signature verification. [Zagoruyko and
Komodakis, 2015] trained convolutional neural networks for
learning a similarity function which can be used to compare
image patches. [Pei et al., 2016] studied siamese recurrent
networks to minimize a classification loss for learning a good
similarity measure between time series. [Bai et al., 2019]
designed a siamese GCN-based model to learn a function
mapping a pair of graphs into a similarity score.
3 TSGG-GAN
We first describe the problem definition of time series con-
ditioned graph generation, and then present our conditional
generative framework, TSGG-GAN.
3.1 Problem Formulation
This paper focuses on the novel problem of time series con-
ditioned graph generation, translating an input multivariate
time series to a target graph. We are provided with a set
of paired data (ts, g) = {(ts1, g1), (ts2, g2), . . . , (tsn, gn)},
where gi = (Vi, Ei, Ai) represents a directed weighted graph
described by the set of nodes vi, the set of directed edges Ei
and the set of edge weightsAi. tsi denotes the set of ith input
multivariate time series, with each time series recording the
expression data of corresponding node in gi.
In this work, we focus on learning the translation from the
time series domain to the graph space, with the aim to infer
the underlying graph topology representing the interrelation-
ships between nodes from their expression data recorded as
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Figure 2: Overall architecture of TSGG-GAN. Generator and dis-
criminator are specially designed for time series conditioned graph
generation, with the aim to fully leverage the node-level contexts in
inferring graph structures.
time series. Specifically, we define this new problem as time
series conditioned graph generation, where we focus on learn-
ing a translation mapping T : tsx → gy from an input mul-
tivariate time series tsx ∈ TSX to a target directed weighted
graph gy ∈ gY , where TSX and gY represents the domains
of input multivariate time series and target weighted graphs,
respectively.
3.2 TSGG-GAN: Time Series Conditioned
Generative Models for Graphs
To address the novel problem defined above, we propose
TSGG-GAN, which leverages the joint power of SRU, GCN,
and GAN for time series conditioned graph generation.
Figure 2 demonstrates the overall architecture of proposed
TSGG-GAN, consisting of two main components: a condi-
tioned generator G and a conditioned discriminator D. Gen-
erator G and discriminator D operate as two opponents: gen-
erator G tries to fit ptrue(g|ts), learning a translation map-
ping from the input multivariate time series ts to the graph
distribution p(g) for sampling new graphs, while discrimina-
tor D learns a good similarity measurement between graphs
and time series, classifying whether graph candidate came
from the true graph distribution rather other from generator
G. G and D are both implemented as neural networks, play-
ing the following two-player minimax game with value func-
tion V (G,D):
min
G
max
D
V (D,G) =Eg∈pdata(g)[logD(g, ts)]+
+Ez∈pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z, ts), ts))]
(1)
3.3 Generator
A defining feature of time series to graph translation problems
is that they map a set of multivariate time series with various
kinds of characteristics to complex graph topologies. In addi-
tion, unlike traditional image-to image translation problems
whose input and output are both images, for the problems we
consider, the input and output both represent totally different
modalities. Therefore, we need to best utilize the informa-
tion conveyed in the input time series, and learn to generate
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Figure 3: Overall framework of discriminator. The left part is a
SRU, where we extract essential information from input time series
and form a single latent representation of time series. The right part
is a GCN, where we transform the input graph into a graph embed-
ding. When generating the graph embedding using GCN, the latent
representation of time series severs as node features, so as to fully
leverage rich node-level contexts.
graphs with each node roughly representing a certain time
series. The generator architecture is designed in specific pur-
pose around these considerations.
The TSGG-GAN’s generative model adopts SRU to fast
extract essential information best likely representing the time
series and uses a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to generate
the directed weighted graph. The generator G takes as in-
put the latent representation of the multivariate time series
after passing the SRU model, and produces one weight ma-
trix A ∈ RN×N , which denotes the weighted connections
among nodes in a graph, with each node corresponding to
each time series. Different from previous works regarding
the output of G as an unweighted probability matrix [Fan and
Huang, 2019; Yang et al., 2019; Simonovsky and Komodakis,
2018], we directly use it as the final weight matrix for a cer-
tain graph.
3.4 Discriminator
The discriminator D tries to distinguish the “fake” graphs
from “real” graphs which most likely represent the input mul-
tivariate time series. D receives a pair of a graph and a mul-
tivariate time series as input and outputs a single scalar mea-
suring their similarity.
To address this problem, as shown in Figure 3, we propose
a pseudo-siamese neural network architecture that enables to
measure the similarity directly between a graph candidate and
a multivariate time series, without the need of first translating
the graph into the time series space by simulation and then
calculating the difference between these two time series. Our
model D adopts SRU to extract meaningful information from
multivariate time series, and utilizes the GCN model to deal
with weighted graphs, which is composed of a series of graph
convolutional layers and an aggregation layer to extract pow-
erful structure-aware graph representations. For a weighted
graph with N nodes denoted as A ∈ RN×N , and with d1-
dimensional nodes features denoted as X ∈ RN×d1 , a GCN
model calculates the graph’s node embeddings as follows:
h(A,X) = A˜ReLU(A˜XW0)W1 (2)
where h(A,X) is a 2-layer GCN model, W0 ∈ Rd1×d2 and
W1 ∈ Rd2×d3 are parameters in the first and second layer,
respectively. A˜ = D−
1
2AD−
1
2 is the symmetrically normal-
ized adjacent matrix of A, where D is its degree matrix. For
the weighted graphs, we calculate their degree matrices after
discarding the edges whose absolute value of weight is less
than 0.05 according to [Stach et al., 2012].
After two layers of node embedding propagation via GCN,
similar to [Li et al., 2015], the node embeddings are aggre-
gated into a graph-level representation vector as:
hg =
∑
v∈
σ(i(hv
T )) tanh(j(hvT )) (3)
where σ(·) is the sigmoid function, i and j are linear layers
andmeans element-wise multiplication. Different from [Li
et al., 2015], we do not use tanh activation function in the last
layer to restrict the graph embedding in the range of [-1, 1].
Before every graph convolutional layer and the final ag-
gregation layer, feature representations of nodes are concate-
nated with latent representation of the input multivariate time
series, which is obtained by passing through a SRU model,
leading to better capture of underlying relationships between
latent space of time series and latent space of graphs. Given
the latent representations of multivariate time series and the
graph-level embeddings of graphs produced by the above
strategy, a simple way to measure their similarity is to pass
them through an MLP model and output a scalar value. How-
ever, as studied in [Socher et al., 2013], such simple strategy
for measuring the relationship between time series and graphs
tends to be weak and insufficient. Thus we use their proposed
Neural Tensor Networks (NTN) to model the similarity rela-
tionship between time series and graphs:
s(hts, hg) = f(hts
TW [1:K]hg + V
[
hts
hg
]
l + b) (4)
where hts denotes the latent representation of multivari-
ate time series, hg is the graph-level embedding of graphs,
W [1:K] ∈ RD×D×K and V ∈ RK×2D are both weight matri-
ces, b is a bias vector, and f(·) is the tanh activation function.
K is a hyperparameter determining the number of similarity
scores produced by D model for each pair of latent represen-
tations of time series and graph-level embeddings of graphs.
3.5 Optimization and Inference
We follow the standard training strategy from [Goodfellow
et al., 2014], alternately training one step on D, then two
steps on G, and we use minibatch SGD with batch size of
one. In addition, training GANs to work well is known to be
painful and unstable, therefore we adopt several techniques
to effectively optimize our neural networks.
Better loss function. We adopt the least squares loss func-
tion advised by [28] to improve stability of learning process.
min
D
V (D) =
1
2
Eg∈pdata(g)[(D(g, ts)− 1)2]+
+
1
2
Ez∈pz(g)[(D(z, ts)− 1)2]
min
G
V (G) =Ez∈pz(z)[(D(G(z, ts), ts))
2] (5)
Better training objective for G. Besides the loss function
defined in Eq. 5 for G, we also utilize the feature-matching
strategy to add two additional objectives for G.
min
G
V (G) =
1
2
Ez∈pz(z),ts[(D(z, ts))
2]+
+α‖hgreal − hgz∈pz(z)‖2+
+β‖htsreal − htsz∈pz(z)‖2+
+ω‖tsreal − tsz∈pz(z)‖2 (6)
where hgreal and hgz∈pz(z) represent the graph-level embed-
dings of real graphs and fake graphs generated by G, and
htsreal and htsz∈pz(z) represent the latent representations of
corresponding real time series and fake time series simulated
by fake graphs, respectively.
Better optimizer. We use a recently proposed optimizer
called RAdam, a new variant of Adam, to optimize models
and use the default hyperparameters suggested by the authors,
with the exception of learning rate being 0.0002 for generator
and 0.0001 for discriminator. RAdam uses the learning rate
warmup as a variance reduction technique, achieving remark-
able success in stabilizing training, accelerating convergence
and improving generalization.
4 Experiments
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on time se-
ries conditioned graph generation and compare TSGG-GAN
to state-of-the-art baselines to demonstrate its effectiveness
and scalability to generate high-quality time series condi-
tioned graphs in diverse settings.
4.1 Datasets
We perform experiments on both synthetic and real datasets,
with varying sizes and characteristics. The synthetic dataset
is constructed based on scale-free graphs, consisting of three
subsets with different graph sizes: 10, 50 and 100. Each sub-
set has 800 pairs of input time series and target graphs: 400
paired time series and graphs are used for training TSGG-
GAN while the remaining 400 pairs are used as test dataset.
For constructing the corresponding paired time series for
given graphs, a simulation model is required to obtain expres-
sion time series data. Particularly, in this work, we adopt the
fuzzy cognitive maps [Kosko and others, 1986] to generate
graphs’ corresponding time series.
Tg
i(t+ 1) = ψ(
N∑
j=1
AijTg
j(t)) (7)
where Tgi(t) is the expression value of node i at the tth it-
eration of graph g, Aij stands for the relationship originating
from the jth node and pointing to the ith node, and ψ(·) is the
sigmoid activation function.
Scale-free Graphs. 800 graphs with |V | = 10, 50, 100 are
generated using the Baraba´si-Albert model, with 0.4 as the
probability for adding an edge between two existing nodes
[Stach et al., 2012]. Since the generated graphs of BA model
are unweighted, they are transformed to weighted graphs sim-
ply by setting the weights sampled uniformly from [-1, 1] to
existing edges. Corresponding multivariate time series data
are generated using Eq. 7, with initial node values are sam-
pled uniformly from [0, 1].
Real World Benchmarks: DREAM3. DREAM3 datasets
come from the in silico network challenge [Greenfield et
al., 2010; Marbach et al., 2009; Stolovitzky et al., 2007],
which aims to infer the directed unsigned gene regulation net-
work topologies from the available in silico gene expression
datasets simulated by continuous differential equations with
noise and perturbation. DREAM3 contains three groups of
gene networks with 10, 50 and 100 genes, and each group in
DREAM3 has 5 different networks. In the following experi-
ments on DREAM3, in the sequence of each gene node, only
the last 11 time points are used, due to the fact that previous
time points are observed under perturbations. Each gene net-
work has more than one set of time series, and we report the
average result generated by each set of time series.
4.2 Experimental Setup
Baselines. Since there is no existing work on the novel
problem of time series conditioned weighted graph genera-
tion using deep learning, we carefully adapt one state-of-the-
art graph-level graph generation method called CONDGEN
[Yang et al., 2019], by setting the latent representation of
time series as the graph-level context and setting the ouputs
of CONDGEN being directed weighted graphs. We also com-
pare the proposed TSGG-GAN to traditional methods for net-
work structures estimation from time series, i.e., PCI [Kenett
et al., 2010], MAGA [Liu et al., 2015]. Unlike these tra-
ditional methods which need to solve the same optimization
differing in the data again and again, our model can be trained
once and generalize directly to unseen instances.
Generator architecture. The generator architecture is
fixed for all experiments. The generator includes a 2-layer
bidirectional SRU model of 32 hidden units and a 2-layer
MLP of [32, 64] hidden units, respectively, with leaky ReLU
as activation function. Finally, the last layer of MLP is lin-
early projected to match the corresponding graph sizes, and
we further use a tanh activation function to scale the graphs’
weights into [-1, 1]. The instance normalization strategy
[Ulyanov et al., 2016] is used after each linear layer except
for the output layer, due to the use of the batch size of 1.
Discriminator architecture. The discriminator architec-
ture is also fixed for all experiments. The discriminator in-
cludes 2-layer bidirectional SRU model of 32 hidden units
and a 2-layer GCN encoder (see Eq. 2) of [32, 32] hidden
units. Then a 32-dimensional graph-level representation is
computed by passing the node embedding through a 2-layer
MLP of dimensions [32, 64] and with leaky ReLU as hidden
layer activation function. The instance normalization strat-
egy is also used here like in the generator. Further, an NTN
model with output dimension K=16 is used to calculated 16
similarity scores between time series and graphs.
Hyperparameters setting. In the loss function of G (see
Eq. 6), three hyperparameters are set to 1, 0.5 and 50, re-
spectively. For each experiment, the TSGG-GAN is trained
for total 100 epochs. And the trained model on each group of
synthetic dataset is used to infer real-word datasets.
Methods Datasets HIM QJSD
BA-10 0.41 0.12
PCI BA-50 0.42 0.32
BA-100 0.42 0.52
DERAM3 0.63 0.28
BA-10 0.39 0.12
MAGA BA-50 0.32 0.21
BA-100 0.33 0.31
DERAM3 0.59 0.25
BA-10 0.34 0.07
CONDGEN BA-50 0.27 0.18
BA-100 0.27 0.30
DERAM3 0.57 0.17
BA-10 0.25 0.06
TSGG-GAN BA-50 0.26 0.18
BA-100 0.28 0.26
DERAM3 0.55 0.14
Table 1: Performance evaluation over compared algorithms regard-
ing several graph distance functions. Smaller values indicate higher
similarities to the real graphs
4.3 Performance
To measure the similarities between generated graphs and
ground truth graphs, following existing works on graph gen-
erative models [Guo et al., 2018], the generated graphs are
compared with the ground truth graphs through several graph
distance methods, namely, combination of Hamming and
Ipsen-Mikhailov distances (HIM) [Jurman et al., 2015], and
spectral entropies of the density matrices (QJSD).
The set of graph statistics we use measure the similar-
ity between the generated graphs and the ground truth from
different perspectives. As shown in Table 1, our proposed
TSGG-GAN outperforms all other compared algorithms and
constantly ranks top except for one experiment. The advan-
tage of TSGG-GAN is that TSGG-GAN can capture the rich
information hidden in the multivariate time series with differ-
ent characteristics and produce graphs best likely mimicking
the ground truth graph. Moreover, TSGG-GAN learns a di-
rect distance metric between graphs and time series, which
makes it not heavily influenced by the biases introduced by
the surrogate time series loss function. Finally, once trained,
TSGG-GAN can be applied to new problem instances and
generate corresponding graphs without further optimization,
while traditional algorithms have to optimize each problem
instance repeatedly one by one.
5 Conclusion
We proposed TSGG-GAN, a conditional graph generative
model to infer graph topologies from given time series ex-
pression data. To address the two unique challenges of rich
node-level context-structure conditioning and measuring sim-
ilarity directly between the domain of graphs and the domain
of time series, we designed TSGG-GAN by the joint power
of SRU, GCN and GAN models. Extensive experiments on
both synthetic and real-world gene regulatory network dataset
demonstrate the effectiveness and generalizability of TSGG-
GAN compared to previous state-of-the-art models. We hope
our work would inspire following-up research on addressing
the remaining problems of generating various size of graphs,
instead of fixed number of nodes when training TSGG-GAN,
and scaling to larger graphs.
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